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the plot goes on with a good deal of suspense.there's a fine assortment of scenes including a part of a riot by the hindu villagers,a burglary,a hideout or two,a bounty hunter,a scary scene,an airplane stunt and several much more.the show is greatly screened in hong kong where the
characters are mostly from.awarapan had the potential to be a truly awesome movie,however,the director and the music coupled with tremendous expectations were ruined by poor execution.if there's one film that forces you to exclaim, "wow", then its awarapan the most important

thing to remember is that this is not a bollywood film but a hollywood film, with the cast, set and even the costume designer imported from hollywood.the film is directed by mahesh bhatt, a bollywood director and this film has hindi dialogues.if you want to watch a hollywood film in hindi
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